
2020 Jan 17 Ptx Working Group  elephants in the Room 
author: john attending:  all (except 2nd) 10+ meetings at Centennial 2 

> uniquely Cincinnati >> 

1. Ignition:  OTR 
1.a   (having read Michael D. Morgan’s 2010 OTR; his 2018 Cincy Beer brings us uptoDate) 

In 2008 there was no Cincy “craft-brew” “industry”.  Cincy native Jim Koch established the 
Boston Beer Company in 1984, returning in 1997 ... 2018>  the TapRoom S of Elder.    

MtAuburn70s :  Kathy Laker, Phil Adelman, Wendy Piper, Michael Bootes, Carl Westmoreland et al > 
  Tarbell’s 1976 re-awakening of Arnold’s, the oldest Cincy bar, may have inspired  

in 1981:  1885_Hudepohl to revive 1853_Christian Moerlein “craft beer”  -  
followed in 1982 with continuing annual Bockfest.org in March.   

   After Hudy sold to out-of-towners,  
in 2004 Cincy Greg Hardman took over Christian Moerlein and other brands. 

 info@christianmoerlein.com  Morgan’s 2018 update characterizes the post-2012 era 
chronicling the unprecedented explosion of entrepreneurial craftBrewing startUps...   

1.b 
1973 renting/improving current domicile, purchased 1977, beloved home rented 2008-2013 
to young couple from Phoenix including new brewMaster MD - trained by Phoenix veteran 
at RockBottom, one of multiple national locations.  Firing up the small-batch LOCAL brewing 
at RockBottom Cincy -on the Square, MD quickly became the spark among expanding 
network realizing the growing interest - including two local groups of “homeBrewing” 
aficionados, one headed by my neighbor in Erlanger.  (Being grandson of German immigrant baker, 

my Dad introduced us to good German beer at Grammars - after handball.)  Nurturing/fixing MD’s home, 
john enjoyed MD’s produce- winning international gold and bronze trophies in 2010 & 12. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brewers_Association   www.BrewersAssociation.org  
 
2013 Newport Party Source wooed MD to fire up its local brewPub, and homeBrew equipment 
sales - further stimulating Cincinnati brewing - contending the BigBeer boringBrews of 

Denver/StLou/Milwaukee.  The Cincy craft-brew awakening became a spirit more than a 

brew centered in OTR development - rising like the (sadly felled) > tall Hudepohl stack to 

reclaim its heritage; becoming the center of expanding universe of tri-state craft-breweries 
lubricating centrophilia & beyond;  (Monks’ 2019 Aug  guest authored the Dayton, OH story.) 
 
Re-invested:  Riverfront, Music Hall, Washington Park, School for Creative & Performing Arts, 
Museum Center, streetcar, >>smartPhones, and disinterest in automotive investments >> 
downtown is the compelling center for bi-state development not contained by the basin 
greenWall> The bi-state greenWall being Cincy’s equivalent to NYC’s Central Park - our 
necessary lungs! 
 

In fact, due to the unnecessary PtxAbatement program, said greenWall is victim of near-
sighted single-family paradigm - inappropriate to accommodate the centrophilic trend.   
For example, the City of Minneapolis has outlawed such single-family construction.   

Cincy must learn from NYC:  build Up.  Multi-unit / hi-rise building:  produces more taxes 
while conserving the rapidly diminishing centrific horizontal. 
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elephant    geo 
2.a   Ge o logy 

Every 3rd grader should learn what most Cincinnatians do not know:  the Cincinnati Arch.   
St Louis built a toy arch that gets more attention.  The book by U.C. geologist Paul Edwin 
Potter & john’s brief at: www.earthpa.us/cA/cA.htm >www.ncad.net/GP/Erla/ErlaGeol.htm 
describe the broad, stable foundation on which we build and travel.   
 
4 Billion years ago, formation of the North American tectonic plate, was first to arise from the 
molten earth.   

1/2 Billion years ago, the intra-continental ocean was upended by broad uPrising of 

Ordovician rock- footed at the Nashville dome, and Lexington dome, - northward over the  
KY dry ridge, like the spine of an elephant,  to Northern KY, where it forks - one branch 
towards Findlay, OH, the other “Kankakee” through Indiana.  The earth has never / will never 
open within a 60-mile radius around Cincinnati!  We may feel tremors, especially New Madrid 
ramblings; but this stable formation on which we are founded is the broadest/most stable 

geology in the lower 48.  Anyone for Californi?  Central Canada is similarly secure.   

We enjoy the top of the tripod, over which the River passes innocuously. 
 
The Cincinnati Arch was well-known only to geotechnical engineers prior to john’s query 
inspiring above  web resources.  Fortuitously, at 463 Erlanger Rd, on the intersection of said 
fork is a frame mansion, centrally anchored by a 4-story chimney on which john installed, 
1996 - in conjunction with U.S. NOAA, the first GPS Reference Station within waters of 
[Atlantic/Gulf/MississippiRiver/GreatLakes], which was found by NOAA  CORS  Director to be:  
 
 
 
http://ncad.net/GP/gp1.htm      https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/  

The “Vertical” being most important as we accommodate the rising waters lapping our shores. 

 
2.b  Ge o graphy 
Protected from the precarious coastal edges, advantageously, effects from global warming 

here are projected to be limited to 4 winter months (desirably for many).   [page 3: NOAA] 
 
As the planet is stirred by rising ocean temperatures, Cincy enjoys a stable water supply from 
Appalachian drainage, especially Ohio River, and underlying Miami Aquifer especially enjoyed 

by Dayton.    [page 4]      GCWW leads the nation in purification technology featuring long-
standing carbon filtration absorbing industrial sins beyond the powers of ORSANCO controls.  
 
North American population is relatively sparse between the Mississippi River and the Pacific 
Mountain System, aka North American Cordillera, including (northern) Cascades & (southern) 
Sierra Nevada.    Including southEastern Canada, more than 70% of N.Am. population is 

concentrated east of the 100° meridian which bisects the Dakotas and Texas.   

Thus Cincinnati is the center of the most populous Eastern N.America.         [page 5] 
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“(most stable among all other (110) CORS sites, nationwide.           

Vertical rms repeatability at Erla is +/-5.5mm (< 1/4"); other sites are clustered around 19mm (3/4”.)”  

  <Continously Operating Reference Station> 

http://www.earthpa.us/cA/cA.htm
http://www.ncad.net/GP/Erla/ErlaGeol.htm
http://ncad.net/GP/gp1.htm
https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/
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Mean (average) temperatures over the century beginning 1895,have either cooled or warmed.  Cincy warm months are Feb, Apr, Nov, Dec  - (less snow).
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For the southEast, May, June, then September enjoy a bit of cooling.Warming is most apparent northward, consistent with vanishingpolar ice-cap.
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2019 Aug 12 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/08/06/mapping-strain-our-water/  

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/08/06/mapping-strain-our-water/
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Each minute yellow dot = 1000 people  -- averse to 2xdaily Tolls.        Raise Fed GasTax 1dime >  new  National Freedom Bridge
      

2006 01 10        800 Mile radius around Brent Spence Bridge serving most populous tranShed in North America. 

©  john@NCAD.net 100° 
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elephant  eco 

  3a. eco nomy 
Economically, Cincy has enjoyed stable, longTerm growth, less subject to radical swings 
common in other cities.  Prior to the trains, early Cincinnati (1810-1850) was fastest growing City 
in America.  Slow to wean our transportation orientation from the River, Cincy remains part 
owner of Southern Railroad (uncle Brad worked in Chattanooga).  All the advantages obtaining from 
geography and geology provide the stable base on which we have sloowly developed into 

the Queen City.  The only Tri-State MSA <Metropolitan Statistical Area> in U.S., greater Cincinnati 
is uniquely positioned central within the most populous North American cluster. 
 
Ignited by its strategic role in World Wars, CVG became the world’s 4th largest single carrier 
hub until Delta’s 2005 bankruptcy.  2013 DHL located it’s North American Hub at CVG.     
2019 May:  Bezos began building 100’ high- 3 million ft2 (52 football fields, including endZones)  
transfer station - towering over cargoTrucks lined up to move products in/out regionally and 
across the country with CVG-based Amazon fleet of 100 planes.  Investment in downtown 
core, if snail-paced, has been focused and strategic, anchored by America’s Kgrocer, 5/3, 
GreatAm, P&G and other cooperative corporations recently enjoining the Cincy 2030 initiative. 
 
Perhaps the largest challenges include:   
- disentangling storm water from sewage across the region 
- evolving from the suburban paradigm of singleFamily/bigLawnMower  
- towards collective benefit of local parks and multi-family building. 
 

 3b.   eco logy    

1948:  multi-state www.ORSANCO.org formed to clean the Ohio, leading to  

1998:  http://greenumbrella.org/About-us 
2002:  seizing the new millennium,  1st PaddleFest, engineered by Brewster Rhodes, 

focused on our precious, natural resources threatened by Global greed and Warming.   
2019:  regional buy-in by corporate Cincy enjoins nationwide program, here named: 
Cincy2030.  https://www.2030districts.org/cincinnati  
Governmentally, US/state/county/city/university are all converging to the same hymnal.  
Constructive, useful knowledge is available to satisfy any query related to goals of optimizing 
sustainability.  The expanding Cincinnati Zoo is national leader in sustainability planning. 
Mayor Cranley is driving policy toward the nation-leading goal of net-0 government - 
weaning from legacy carbon-based energy use. 
 
This heritage is especially attractive to the newest-gen grads [20 Jan 3: Gretta Thunder is 17] 
(regrettably, not yet effectively attending pitfalls of “social media” and “smart”phone 
deliverance of all personal secrets to wizards of NW America and the oligarchy of telecoms);  
they are much less attracted to carbon-based energy than prior gens;  
spurning investments in automotive travel and home-ownership.   
The concentration of tri-county downtowns naturally contained within the the green basin 
wall create a bi-state magnet increasingly drawing legacy suburbanites and nextgens to the 
manifold charms and opportunities of thriving urban amenities, creativity, and jobs.  
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The sum of these components, neglected by near-sighted / past-century 
NKy & Cincinnati leaders who panicked in the wake of transient difficulties 
arising from past-century, near-sighted, unevolved visioning;  and planners 
who jumped on the short-sighted Tax-Abatement paradigm;  
has wrought injustice to those faithful who already had invested in the 
Queen City and devoted thousands of sweaty hours simply cleaning up 
the mess left behind by those who fled from, rather than realize the 
inherent, uniquely Cincinnati beauty of our river towns and hills. 
 
Rewarding developers, building anew within the Queen City, would have 
been successful as a 5-year program, enough to prime the pump.   
 
Pursuant to new century / far-sighted initiatives respectful of  
unique character built into valued core suburbs around OTR of the 1800s - 
1920, we should: 
 
1.  Let the Abatement Program finally expire as planned 2019 Dec 31 - 
 
2020 Jan 16:  (apparently not) - ... but having solved the problem  
of funding CPS, Cincinnati City Council may consider the role of individual, 
small, one-off developers who patiently consider prudent development; 
who should not be encumbered by the 33% burden appropriate to high-
volume developers. 
 
2.  Review homeowners who contributed to the desirability of urban core 
Cincinnati, but now are tortured by exploding rates of Hamilton County 
property tax.   [page 8]. 
 
3.  Per Review, apply credits to homeowners unjustly trampled by the new 
centrophilic greed of johnny-come-latelys, arrogantly, disruptively, 
despoiling the product of cleaning/nurturing the littered grounds we of 
the 1970s -80s encountered with visionary, voluntary spirit -  
purposefully driven  for a better world. 
 

Constructive criticism / augmentation / and recommendations are welcome! 
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2018 Dec 24 OH Hamilton County property Valuation 1977 - 2017
086-0002-0133

Yr x Land Bldg Total
1976 76 3510 4260 $7,770 Prior

77/08/14 1977 77 3510 4260 $7,770 Purchase
1978 78 3600 4370 $7 970

425 Pueblo St 45202

1978 78 3600 4370 $7,970
1981 81 4229 7486 $11,715
1984 84 5286 7514 $12,800
1987 87 7057 11286 $18,343
1990 90 7000 13029 $20,029

Assessment 1993 93 8400 9600 $18,000
96/01/01 1996 96 $8 800 $10 100 $18 900 Miscellaneous96/01/01 1996 96 $8,800 $10,100 $18,900 Miscellaneous 
99/11/06 1999 99 $42,000 $38,700 $80,700

pp p
Equalization 

02/10/08 2002 2 $71,500 $43,900 $115,400
pp p

Equalization 
05/09/19 2005 5 32,200 104,400 $136,600

pp p
Equalization 

08/09/27 2008 8 28,660 92,920 $121,580
pp p

Equalization 
11/09/05 2011 11 106,320 44,740 $151,060

pp p
Equalization 

14/09/20 2014 14 110 570 46 530 $157 100
pp p

E li ti14/09/20 2014 14 110,570 46,530 $157,100 Equalization 
17/07/31 2017 17 155,580 52,190 $207,770

pp p
Equalization 

Total

Land
$200,000

$250,000
Series
1
Series
2
Series

Bldg

$100 000

$150,000

$200,000

1
Series
2
Series
3

$50,000

$100,000

$150,000

1977 1996 1996 2017
15000 18900 18900 207770

19 years gen 1 21 years gen 2

$0

$50,000

76 77 78 81 84 87 90 93 96 99 2 5 8 11 14 17

19 years gen 1 21 years gen 2
$3,900 Total increase $188,870 Total increase

205 slope = rate of increase 8994 slope = rate of increase
43.8 slope = rate of increase gen1 > gen2
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